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EngageXact is your platform for facilitating dialogue with stake-
holders, leading to the creation of better solutions together. 

True stakeholder involvement goes beyond confirming or denying your assumptions – it is about facil-
itating an open dialogue. With the user-friendly interface in EngageXact, your stakeholders can easily 
have their voices heard while also providing you with a clear and concise understanding of their ideas, 
attitudes, and sentiments with just a few clicks.

EngageXact merges engagement and involvement into one platform, making it quantifiable. With the 
efficient platform, you have easy access to dynamic and user-friendly reports, providing you with a solid 
basis for decision making in your change and development projects.
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AS A PARTICIPANT, YOU GET:

 - A simple, user-friendly platform where you can quickly make 
your voice heard

 - Access to dialogue with others who share your interests to 
gather support and develop your ideas and input 

 - Clear instructions on how to participate in the dialogue and what 
can be influenced

All gathered in a modern and user-friendly platform.

AS A PROJECT MANAGER, YOU GET:

 - A template that quickly and easily gets you started on your first project

 - A straightforward setup flow that helps articulate the purpose of the project 
with clarity

 - The ability to group participants’ input and identify patterns and insights

 - An overview of participants’ input and the ability to respond directly

 - Secure handling of personal data - read more about GDPR

 - Help with using the platform through Ramboll’s support

 - Dispatch via email with a link and the option to choose SMS and digital post

AS A DECISION-MAKER, YOU GET:

 - Complete overview of participant input in a user-friendly 
insights’ module

 - Insight into focus points for your area based on stakeholder 
dialogue

Choosing EngageXact also means choosing Ramboll. The con-
sultants at Ramboll will help you set up the system and will be 
available for ongoing guidance and advice. This extends to further 
analysis, support for change processes, and insight into a broad 
range of fields, such as renewable energy, waste management or 
environmental assessments. 

EngageXact is a simple, user-friendly, and action-oriented plat-
form that helps organizations make the right decisions based on 
input from a wide range of stakeholders.

Get in touch to find out more.

RAMBOLL HAS GOT YOUR BACK
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